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In my October letter, I wrote that we “abstain from excessive self-flagellation after a losing month”. 

Considering our December results that statement needs to be revisited. Some self-flagellation along with 

rigorous reflection is indeed in order. 

December’s results are due to an unforced error. During the month, I saw an opportunity to add a position 

that had been incubated for a number of years in a personal account with acceptable results. The trade, a 

short position in the natural gas market, initially performed positively as expected, but turned sharply 

negative during the last week of December as the natural gas market experienced its strongest one week 

rally in a decade. Low market liquidity due to the holidays exacerbated the loss. The position was 

immediately closed after breaching its loss limit. 

It is tempting to blame a bad turn of events for this loss, but this loss was entirely preventable. When such 

incidents occur a crucial question is “What was learned to improve the LRT investing process?” Winning 

requires disciplined process execution. Our core investment strategy of seeking out undervalued companies 

with growing competitive advantages has delivered excellent returns. There was no reason to augment it 

with any short-term trading regardless of how compelling and well-researched an opportunity may be. 

Sticking to our core competency is mandatory and engaging in ad hoc investments, outside of our core 

strategy, no matter how appealing it may appear at the time, is a recipe for sub-optimal results. The short-

term trade and the drawdown we have experienced this month were akin to the Cubs winning the 2016 

World Series-  something we are unlikely to witness again in our lifetimes. 

I have great conviction in our investment process and our ability to drive meaningful portfolio 

outperformance in the year ahead. As always, I welcome your questions.  

“Yesterday’s Homeruns Don’t Win Today’s Games” – Babe Ruth 

In our final letter of 2017, we want to reinforce a warning. Economic moats – the ability to generate above 

average profitability – are never static. Every day they are expanding or shrinking. We currently see one 

area of the market where moats could soon be breached. We believe investors are currently overvaluing 

stocks in the consumer staples sector, based on past high profitability and the false safety that often comes 

with popular brands. A “Flight to quality” response by investors has destroyed more wealth than it’s created. 

As such, investors are incorrectly treating many of these companies as “bond proxies”. Most consumer 

staples companies today have little to no growth opportunities, and are facing an array of new competitors 

as the barriers to entry in the sector have declined dramatically in recent years.  

Most consumer staples companies, such as Coca Cola, PepsiCo, General Mills, or Colgate-Palmolive, 

currently trade at above market valuations due to their perceived “moats” or safety. We believe these 

valuations are going to collapse over the next 3-5 years. Colgate-Palmolive, for example, trades at 29x 
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trailing earnings, a premium to the S&P’s 23x. It is similarly expensive on the basis of “traditional metrics” 

such as price-to-sales and cash flow based metrics. Colgate does enjoy high profits on its current portfolio 

of products, but it has nowhere to reinvest and faces increasing pressure from more generic competition. 

Over the past five years, Colgate’s: revenues declined 11%, operating profits 7%, and free cash flow 4%. 

The only things that are up, are: dividends +19%, long term debt +32% and the PE ratio +41%.  

Most consumer staples have seen a similar pattern over the past five years: flat to down revenues, flat to 

down earnings, rising dividends, rising debt and rising valuations. The reasons are broadly the same: 

barriers to entry have come down dramatically and new companies are challenging incumbents. Legacy 

brands confer less value than they did in the past, high quality contract manufacturing is more accessible 

than ever, and selling direct to consumer has never been easier. The rise of brands such as Chobani, Dollar 

Shave Club and Horizon Organic are just three examples.  

If a business can reinvest and grow, a moat can add incredible value to a company. But moats do not 

dramatically enhance the value of companies without grow opportunities. Incumbent companies with moats 

are facing the impossible puzzle of growing revenues, maintaining profitability and raising dividends. 

Paying a premium for growth makes sense. Paying a premium for a company in decline does not. We 

believe most consumer staples companies with declining revenues should trade at 8-10x trailing earnings, 

a decline of 50-75% from where many of them trade today.  

 

 

 

 

This memorandum and the information included herein is confidential and is intended solely for the information and exclusive use of the person to whom 

it has been provided. It is not to be reproduced or transmitted, in whole or in part, to any other person. Each recipient of this memorandum agrees to 

treat the memorandum and the information included herein as confidential and further agrees not to transmit, reproduce, or make available to anyone, in 

whole or in part, any of the information included herein. Each person who receives a copy of this memorandum is deemed to have agreed to return this 

memorandum to the General Partner upon request.  

Investment in the Fund involves significant risks, including but not limited to the risks that the indices within the Fund perform unfavorably, there are 

disruption of the orderly markets of the securities traded in the Fund, trading errors occur, and the computer software and hardware on which the General 

Partner relies experiences technical issues. All investing involves risk of loss, including the possible loss of all amounts invested. Past performance is 

not indicative or a guarantee of future performance. We do not provide tax, accounting, or legal advice to our clients, and all investors are advised to 

consult with their tax, accounting, or legal advisers regarding any potential investment. For a more detailed explanation of risks relating to an investment, 

please review the Fund’s Private Placement Memorandum, Limited Partnership Agreement, and Subscription Documents (Offering Documents).  

This memorandum is for general information purposes only, and should not be regarded as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security 

in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be in violation of any local laws. All persons interested in subscribing to the Fund should first 

review the Fund’s Offering Documents, copies of which are available upon request. The information contained herein has been prepared by the General 

Partner and is current as of the date of transmission. Such information is subject to change. Any statements or facts contained herein derived from third-

party sources are believed to be reliable but are not guaranteed as to their accuracy or completeness. Investment in the Fund is permitted only by 

"accredited investors" as defined in the Securities Act of 1933, as amended. These requirements are set forth in detail in the Offering Documents. 
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